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By August Wilson : Jitney  port manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or 
two above and youll get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming events and themes that shaped our current 
century important and famous people and events from 1900 to 1998 in a hyperlinked timeline format Jitney: 
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0 of 0 review helpful Loved it By Nish Such a great well written play 0 of 0 review helpful Thanks By John Hood 
Thank You 0 of 0 review helpful Four Stars By claudette chiesi a good product cost and a strong play by august wilson 
Set in the 1970s in Pittsburghs Hill District and depicting gypsy cabdrivers who serve black neighborhoods nbsp 
Jitney nbsp is the seventh in Wilsons 10 play cycle one for each decade on the black experience in twentieth century 
America A major work by two time Pulitzer Prize winner August Wilson A thoroughly revised version of a play 
August Wilson first wrote in 1979 nbsp Jitney nbsp was produced in New York for the first The best play of the new 
year by a hop skip and a mile Speaking to us with such generous heart Thoroughly engrossing Jitney hold us in 
charmed captivity The New York Times About the Author Aug 
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